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	The book takes a clear, step-by-step approach to building small, simple game projects. It focuses on short, attainable goals so that the reader can finish something, instead of trying to create a complex RPG or open-world game that never sees the light of day. This book encourages readers hungry for knowledge. It does not go into gory detail about how every little knob and dial functions - that's what the software manual is for! Rather, this book is the fastest path from zero to finished game using the Unity 3D engine. If you've ever wanted to develop games, but have never felt "smart" enough to deal with complex programming, this book is for you. It's also a great kick-start for developers coming from other tools like Flash, Unreal Engine, and Game Maker Pro.


	About the Author


	Ryan Henson Creighton is a veteran game developer, and the founder of Untold Entertainment Inc. (http://www.untoldentertainment.com/blog) where he creates games and applications for kids, teens, tweens, and preschoolers. Prior to founding Untold, Ryan worked as the Senior Game Developer at Canadian media conglomerate Corus Entertainment, creating advergames and original properties for YTV and Treehouse TV using Flash. Ryan is hard at work developing a suite of original products with Untold Entertainment. He maintains one of the most active and enjoyable blogs in the industry. When Ryan is not developing games, he's goofing off with his two little girls and his fun-loving wife in downtown Toronto.
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Despeckling Methods for Medical Ultrasound ImagesSpringer, 2019

	Based upon the research they have conducted over the past decade in the field of denoising processes for medical ultrasonic imaging, in this book, the authors systematically present despeckling methods for medical ultrasonic images. Firstly, the respective methods are reviewed and divided into five categories. Secondly, after introducing some...
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Python Descriptors: Understanding and Using the Descriptor ProtocolApress, 2018

	
		
			Create descriptors and see ideas and examples of how to use descriptors effectively. In this short book, you’ll explore descriptors in general, with a deep explanation of what descriptors are, how they work, and how they're used. Once you understand the simplicity of the descriptor protocol, the author delves into...
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Learning RaspbianPackt Publishing, 2015

	Get up and running with Raspbian and make the most out of your Raspberry Pi


	About This Book

	
		Acquire the practical skills required to develop applications in Raspbian
	
		Interact with the Raspbian operating system via its console
	
		Explore the Raspbian GUI and the bundled console...
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Programming ColdFusion MX, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2003
ColdFusion has enjoyed widespread use among developers as a powerful, easy-to-learn platform for creating and deploying dynamic web applications.  ColdFusion's simple, tag-based language makes it easy to handle basic tasks, like processing form data and querying databases, but the language is also powerful enough to deliver highly scalable, robust...
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Gold Mining and the Discourses of Corporate Social Responsibility in GhanaPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book critically examines the practice and meanings of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and how the movement has facilitated a positive and somewhat unquestioned image of the global corporation. Drawing on extensive fieldwork material collected in Ghanaian communities located around the project sites of Newmont Mining...
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Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Mountain Lion Edition (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		Ready to move to the Mac? This incomparable guide helps you make a smooth transition. New York Times columnist and Missing Manuals creator David Pogue gets you past three challenges: transferring your stuff, assembling Mac programs so you can do what you did with Windows, and learning your way around OS X.
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